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Haggar Group Sustainability Index
As the approach of CSI is based on the belief that Haggar’s businesses have
responsibilities to society that extend beyond their obligation to stakeholders and
making profit, but rather ones that involve commitments towards good governance
and proper management of the Group’s social and environmental impact, the
company has pledged to reinforce its contribution towards 9 of the 17 UN
Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs) as of 2020 onwards.
This was done by developing a robust sustainability index aiming at measuring
progress in environmental, social and governance responsibilities. The company has
ran a rapid baseline survey to assess where it stands and committed itself towards
achieving specific related targets by 2025. Although a significant number of these
targets were already in adoption, coupling them with SMART indicators and sharing
progress on their achievement on a quarterly basis with senior management helps in
further institutionalizing and embedding the concept across all Haggar businesses.
Below are the SDGs that Haggar is contributing towards.

Carbon Footprint Report 2019
As part of our environmental responsibility,
Haggar Group Corporate Sustainability & Social
Impact Department has conducted the
company’s Carbon Footprint Inventory issued
late 2019. The report calculates Haggar
companies’ emissions for 2018's activities and
operations based on the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting
Standard
(GHG
Protocol)
issued
the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC).
The report includes statistics of each companies’
carbon emissions while providing an overview
of the group’s environmental commitments,
reasons behind the inventory and more. It also
states how our carbon emissions have
increased despite the decrease in business
operations.

30
number of facilities

5,021,283
kwh Electricity

106,200
km driven with a vehicle

For additional information, you can access the report at:
https://www.haggargroup.ae/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/CARBON-FOOTPRINTREPORT.pdf

Haggar Disability Inclusion Program
Haggar Group, through its HR and CSI departments,
aims to work proactively with different partners to
ensure its adherence to its internal policies and present
commitments thus creating a dynamic environment
that accommodates all of its stakeholders including
People with Disabilities.
In 2019, Haggar Group worked with the British Council
Sudan to draw from their experience in their Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion -EDI- program to better
incorporate diverse segments of the community within
its workforce. Through the support of the British
Council’s staff, Haggar Group was able to start a People
with Disability Inclusion Program with one trainee in the
Corporate Sustainability & Social Impact Department in
December 2019.
Mr. Abdelrahman Osman, a former British Council EDI
trainee, was selected for the program after an interview
process. He works with the CSI department to support
different projects and activities, as well as take the lead
in developing a Disability Inclusion Policy and support in
mainstreaming this initiative throughout the group.
He looks forward to the tasks that he will be given and
hopes that they are challenging so that both he and
Haggar can benefit. He also wants to engage himself
socially for he believes that doing so supports him at a
personal and professional level. Lastly, he looks forward
to the feedback that he will give and be given, to
improve the program for both the coming trainees and
himself.

The private sector can benefit
from
diversifying
their
workplace
and
employing
persons with disabilities. By
hiring us, companies hire
people
who
are
often
challenged and conquer those
challenges to move forward. I
am not saying ask for less, they
can also perform the desired
tasks, I am simply asking for
you to diversify your workplace
for
everyone’s
benefit,
including yours.

Abdelrahman Osman

Abdelrahman’s message to all people with disabilities who aim to work in
the private sector is “The private sector has criteria that it selects its
employees based upon. Develop your skills so that you may perform like
your colleagues. Work on yourself to reach those criteria. You can do it!"

UWC Spotlight: Abrar sharing her experience

Last December, Haggar UWC scholar Abrar Mohamed along with Winnie, her first year
South Sudanese pair, spent their winter holiday with an Italian host family. When
sharing her story, Abrar spoke highly of her first Christmas with the Italian family: “I felt
at home and welcomed during this break. The family was very nice and kind”. Abrar
also spoke about her excitement and special experience having Winne join her: “Winne
made my break very special with the nice stories that she used to tell me before bed,
the games we used to play, and her generous support for me during my university
application process.”. Abrar joined UWC in September 2018 and is only a few months
away from her graduation. She applied for the "Go Make a Difference" Project grant in
order to spread awareness on the environment, organize a collective clean up as well
as for planting 1000 trees. She hopes to implement this during her summer break this
year. We wish Abrar good luck in all her endeavors and success.
In 2013, Haggar Group signed an agreement with UWC to fund a two-year scholarship
biennially for a high-performing student from Sudan. This Scholarship is conditional
based on UWC funding a South Sudanese student for every Sudanese student that the
Haggar Group would fund. Learn more about this renowned educational institution by
following the link: www.uwc.org.
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